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EEG Collection Instructions 
 
 

1. Informed Consent & Background Information 
a. Obtain informed consent and collect background information from participant (same as in 

behavioral experiments).  
b. Be sure participant knows they will have gel in their hair following the experiment. They have 

the option of washing out the gel at sink station and wiping down with towel! 
c. While participant is completing paperwork, turn on computers at workstation and begin 

collecting all necessary materials (gel, syringe, stickers, measuring tape, etc.).  
d. Change Setting of Light in booth to Manual (otherwise, light will turn off automatically 

without movement).  
 

2. Clean face  
a. Remove makeup and dead skin with alcohol pads (rub with some pressure) 
b. Locate where electrodes will go on face (on temple and below eyes) and mastoids (behind 

ears)  
 

Mastoids: 
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Face electrodes: 

 
 
 

3. Add external electrodes (6)  
a. Make sure alcohol is dry  
b. Fill plastic syringe with gel (show participant so s/he knows what to expect) 
c. Place stickers to electrode  
d. Add “bead” of gel to metal part of electrode (size of small pea) 
e. Remove the white tape from sticker 
f. Press to electrodes to face and mastoids using enough pressure to stay put 
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4. Measure head 
 

a. Measure circumference of head (for cap size) 
i. Select cap based on this measurement (see tag inside cap for size) 

 

 
b. For location of cap in front of head: Measure from nasion (indent above nose, below where 

eyebrows meet) to inion (peak/bump in back of head)  
 
 

Nasion & Inion: 

 
 

 
5. Place cap on head  

a. Measure distance from nasion to hole in B1 electrode hole. This distance should be equal to 
10% of distance of 4b.  

i. (e.g., if nasion -> inion = 35, distance from nasion to B1 HOLE = 3.5 cm) 
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6. Use syringe to inject gel into all holes on cap 
a. For each electrode hole, insert syringe and gently scratch “X” shape on scalp to remove dead 

skin cells and push hair out of the way (this will take practice) 
b. Inject a “cone” of gel through hole while lifting syringe away, like filling a tunnel with gel (this 

will take practice) 
i. Be careful not to inject too much gel at the scalp / prevent bridging (gel touching 

more than one electrode) 
ii. Be careful not to inject too little gel / need gel to touch scalp AND electrode without 

air bubbles 
 

7. Attach cap (ribbon) electrodes to cap 
a. Match each electrode number to number on cap 
b. Press each electrode in until you feel/hear a snap 
c. Ask participant to hold cables in their hand so you don't step on them while applying 
d. Be careful not to split cables 

 
8. Seat Participant in Booth 

a. Be sure participant does not have cell phone, smart watch, or any other electronics on them 
(this could interfere with electrode connections)  
 
 
 

9. Insert electrode cables into amplifier box.  
a. Important: Do not plug connectors into system in the wrong orientation. Attempting to force 

connectors into the system in the wrong orientation can damage input connectors on the 
A/D box 

b. Insert connectors (ribbon cables) for A1-32 and B1-32 into A and B slots on top panel. Be 
careful that connector is in correct orientation before inserting! 
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c. Insert external electrodes into key-shaped two-contact connectors labeled EX1- EX8 (you 
may only use EX1-6). Be careful that connectors are in correct orientation before inserting!  
 

 
 

d. Insert CMS/DRL cable (from top of cap) to labelled location on front panel. Be careful that 
connector is in correct orientation before inserting! 
 

 
e. Use black velcro strip to wrap electrode cables into “pony tail” and adjust to prevent pulling. 
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10. Connect to battery unit 
a. Two standard battery units are available.  

 
 

b. Always keep one fully charged as a back-up (using battery charger at the workstation) – 
Make sure that battery is OFF during charging J 

c. Connect charged battery unit to bottom of amplifier box using the four black clips. 
d. Connect battery to Amplifier box using the grey/blue cable to DC input in front panel.  
e. Turn battery by pressing the button on far-left side of battery front panel. 
f. Connect Response box to grey/blue cable 

 
 

11. Checking Electrode Connections 
a. Computer on the LEFT collects EEG data 

i. Software: BioSemi ActiView 
ii. Once you open this program, Click START in upper left-hand corner.  

iii. Switch to Electrode Offset Window.  
1. Change Display Range to 50 mV 
2. Change Channel Selection to A+B 
3. Now you will see all electrode connections represented by bars (cap electodes 

in the main window and face/mastoid electrodes in the side left window.  
4. Our threshold for a GOOD connection is +/- 25 mV 
5. If you see an electrode that is greater than + 25 or less than -25, re-gel that 

electrode.  
iv. Switch to Monopolar Display Window. 

1. Change Channels to A+B (64) 
2. Take a look at all electrode channels (you might want to look at As and Bs 

separately by adjusting Channels.  
3. If ALL channels look bad, re-gel CMS/DRL electrodes 
4. If a channel looks fuzzy -> electrical interference 

a. Check to be sure participant does not have electronics on them 
b. Re-gel electrodes with fuzzy connection 
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5. If a channel shows LARGE waves, this may be a sign that electrode is 
separating from scalp or face. 

a. Re-gel electrodes that show poor connection  
6. If a channel changes the color of display window, check Electrode Offset, this 

channel may show “shaky” bar -> Possible air bubbles 
a. Re-gel electrodes with air bubbles 

 
 

12. Set up Ear Pieces 
a. Carefully remove and throw away any old foam buds from previous participant (without 

removing the black plastic insert) 
b. Attach NEW yellow ear foam buds to the ends of each ear “wire”. 
c. Attach wire clips to participant (Red Right, Blue Left).  
d. Instruct participant to roll yellow foam into small cylinder to insert into ear canal. Once the 

foam piece is inserted, it will expand so participant can hear stimuli clearly (BUT, they will 
likely not hear you very well).  

e. Until you are ready to start experiment, leave one earpiece out so participant can hear you.  
 
 
 

13. Set Up Experiment 
a. Computer on the RIGHT runs the experiment 

i. Software: MatLab 
ii. In Command Window, type the name of the experiment (e.g., conUpDown) and press 

enter 
iii. Answer any questions (participant number, condition number), pressing enter after 

each response 
iv. An instruction page should show up at this point. Ask participants to read instructions 

carefully.  
v. ***If you get an Error, try typing “closePort” *** (this should resolve most errors) 

 
 

 
14. Instructions! 

a. Feel free to explain the experiment in your own words.  
b. Regarding EEG data collection, ask participants politely to: 

i. Remain as still as possible during the experiment 
ii. Do not close eyes for long periods of time (okay to blink) 

iii. Do not clench jaw or chew (if they have gum, bring trash can over for them to split 
out) 

iv. Remind them that during the breaks between trial blocks (during 30-second nature 
videos), they are welcome to relax, close eyes, recharge for next block. 

v. Thank participant for their cooperation! We realize the experiment can be boring! 
Encourage them to do their best because they are helping us a lot with our study! J 
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15. Begin Experiment! 
a. Close booth door and lab door for silence 
b. On Left Computer in ActiView Program Click Start File 
c. A window will pop up 

i. Change Save subset to A1-B32 (64) 
ii. Uncheck “Add Displayed Sensors” 

iii. Ignore Error 7003, click Continue 
iv. Locate directory for saving files 

1. Alclab_server – Shortcut > Share > lab > projects > Experiment Name 
v. Name File Sub#_Block1 

1. At each break between blocks, rename file to  
a. Sub#_Block2 
b. Sub#_Block3 
c. Etc… 

d. Uncheck “Paused” in order to start Saving! 
e. Switch to Right Computer and click to begin Experiment! 
f. Switch back to Left Computer to keep track of EEG data collection 
g. At end of Block, check Pause, press Stop (upper L corner). To begin new Block go to 15b 
h. Repeat steps 15b-g until all blocks are complete.  

 
 

16. End Experiment!  
a. See Electrode Care and Cleaning Section 
b. Assign credit to participant using SONA 
c. Provide participant with debriefing form and thank them for participating!  

i. Offer faucet spray attachment for them to wash their hair, provide dry towels for 
clean up 

d. Close programs and turn off computers 
e. Turn off lights (change booth light to AUTO)  
f. Make sure Amplifier Battery is OFF 
g. Clean up booth, workstation, and sink area for other experimenters  


